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INTRODUCTION
It is not entirely clear that our present culture is half as pluralistic as it
is made out to be. Typically, in the context of discussions concerning
restoring values to our society, the fashionable response is to ask, "Whose
values?"
The assumption is that we are such a diverse mix of subcultures, each with their own value-systems, that it would be impossible
to agree on a set of standards that should be obligatory for all. Now, it
seems to me that, as a matter of fact, it would be next to impossible to find
an ethnic constituent culture in its original immigrant form in the United
States that does not esteem truth, marriage, life, and most of the other
values that are being constantly questioned, and that does not recognize
deviance as deviance. Beyond dispute there are (or have been) some
cultures which are the exception to the rule (e.g. the culture popularized
by the book, Peace Child, which values treachery), but surely the effect
of these cultures on American society has been negligible.
The real
deviations come from groups that have consciously chosen a different set
of values. Nevertheless, the cultural anthropologists have claimed the day
so that it is now established dogma that, not only are there no universal
values in the world, but not even in your neighborhood.
In the face of this dogma of pluralism, how should we defend the truth
of Christianity? It would appear that there are two essential requirements:
1. We need to show that truth matters.
Part of the theology of
pluralism is that truth in the realm of values is a purely subjective matter,
a function of preference and tradition. To stake a claim for the truth of
Christianity, we need to emphasize the confrontational nature of truth. To
borrow a phrase from Paul Weiss, reality treats us "defiantly"; it does not
conform to our preferences. In the same way, we must call attention to
truth as defiant. Christianity is not only true-for-me; it is true.
2. We need to show that Christianity addresses all human beings. A
"defanged" Christianity which no longer confronts human beings with the
exclusive claims of Jesus Christ for salvation is not going to impact our
culture.
The statement, "no one comes to the father but by me," is
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essential, not only because it is an essential aspect of Christianity, but also
because it is the only door of hope for a lost world. The New Testament
clearly teaches that a person's individual salvation depends on his or her
faith in Christ.
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The rest of this paper is an attempt to show that a prominent writer on
the topic of Christianity and pluralism has abandoned both of these points.
The intent of this exercise is not to write yet another expose in an
interminable war concerning apologetic methodology; I think we have all
seen more than enough of that. But there may come a point when the
apparent defense of the truth of Christianity has lost the essential meanings
of truth and of Christianity.
When such a "defense" continues to 'be
upheld as an exemplary model, a voice of dissent needs to be raised.
OVERVIEW
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To the thunderous applause of the so-caIled evangelical left, Lesslie
Newbigin has made an apparently strong case for the truth of Christianity
in the face of a pluralistic society, This case is presented most thoroughly
in The Gospel in a Pluralist Society (Grand Rapids: Eerdmansm, 1989).
Newbigin's claim is that, rather than giving in to the pressure for a
relativistic accommodation of Christianity to contemporary culture, we
need to proclaim its unique truth; rather than merely engaging in dialogue,
we need to evangelize, and, rather than merely enjoying the gospel at
home, we need to do missions.
To the evangelical reader, who has for so long now been accused of
bigotry, intolerance, and dogmatism, these words will be a breath of fresh
air. Finally here is a book speaking our mind. Let's not compromise;
let's stand up for God's revelation.
But all is not as it appears to be. Unfortunately, it is not enough to have
someone say that he wishes to stand up for the truth of Christianity. We
need to ask two crucial questions: What does he mean by "truth "? and
"What does he mean by "Christianity"? In the book under discussion, the
foIlowing conclusions appear:
I. What Newbigin means by "truth" is a radical conventionalism
eliminates the confrontational dimension of truth,

which

2. What Newbigin means by "Christianity" is couched in terms of the
current theological attitude of making a case for universalism without
committing yourself to it, Instead of having a gospel of personal salvation
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TRUTII
111 111'1
PIlI):1I1I1I1
t II/II l'IllIpter, Ncwbigin
laments thc "dolllclit IClltloll" 01
Ihl' ('hd~1 11111
gill1pd, Ilc rccalls visiting the Ramakrishna Celltcr all II
YIIIIIII\1II1ll/l1ollillY
ill Illdia. There he found a picture of Jesus along with
Iho"l(' 01 olht,l' grcllt rcligiolls leaders, being given similar veneration as
IIllIdll /'.IH\/I. Ncwhigin ohserves, "To me, as a foreign missionary, it was
ohvlo\l/l Ihat this was 1I0ta step toward the conversion of India." (3) This
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Iypifics for Newbigin what has happened to the truth of Christianity,
1101.1"111 ill India, but in the Western world as well. The truth of God's
I'cvc1atioll has been adapted to non-Christian world views and defended on
the basis of non-Christian assumptions. Consequently, the gospel has been
:mptied of its power to speak universaIly and to invite conversion.
contrast, Newbigin claims unique truth status for the gospel:
It is a new fact, to be received in faith as a gift of grace.
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thus given claims to be the truth, not just a possible opinion, It is the
rock which must either become the foundation of all knowing and doing,
or else the stone on which one stumbles and faIls to disaster. (6)
Newbigin seems to leave no doubt--Christian truth is unique and
essential. Any attempt to ground it in other truths wiII compromise it out
of existence.
TRUTH AND PLURALISM
In Newbigin's assessment of our Western culture, we have gone from
plurality--the fact that there are many different beliefs--to pluralism--the
ideology that there is no absolute truth; all belief systems are equaIly true,
depending on the subjective preference of the people holding the beliefs.
Of course, this kind of relativism is supposed to apply only to values, not
to facts, such as whether Paris is the capital of Belgium. With facts there
is not supposed to be any room for preserving an open mind. Newbigin
recounts that
... we make a sharp distinction between a world of what we caIl
"values" and a world of what we caIl "facts." In the former world we
are pluralists; values are a matter of personal choice. In the latter we
are not; facts are facts, whether you like them or not. (7)
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Newbigin rightly points out that there is a hard strain of dogma and
intolerance in the claims of those who arbitrarily decree that no one can
have any final truth. In any event, where pluralism reigns, all Christian
truth claims are trivialized into being merely one subjective opinion among
many other subjective opinions.
Now, to get to the heart of the matter. How does Newbigin respond to
the relativization of Christian truth claims? He takes an approach which
is, if not really new and startling, at least unexpected. Many (if not most)
Christian apologists would call attention to the fact that the fact/value
distinction is arbitrary. They might then go on to show that one cannot
have values without facts, and that Christianity is based, not on debatable
opinions, but on facts--historical, physical, objective events in history.
But Newbigin's response goes in the opposite direction. Indeed, he does
make the point that the fact/value distinction is arbitrary. But he does so
because he is convinced that there is no such thing as an objective fact.
All so-called facts are functions of the world views in which they are
supposedly recognized.
The very acceptance of a "fact" is already
determined by the total system into which a person has bought.
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is futile since there is no way of knowing what the actual facts are
except by the activity of knowing subjects. (22)
Stated in this way, the correspondence theory would indeed be a bit of
foolishness, but no rational defender of the theory would state it this way.
The theory does not presuppose an objective knowledge, but an objective
reality. Purely theoretically, it could be compatible with the correspondence theory that we might not even know what the actual facts of reality
are. Truth would still be whatever corresponds to such elusive facts.
Because Newbigin does not understand the correspondence theory, it is
not at all surprising that he uses it throughout the book. A mere page after
his abrupt dismissal of the theory he states:
I am responsible for seeking
are true, that I am--however
grasping that which is real
will reveal its truth through
(23)

as far as possible to insure that my beliefs
fumblingly--grasping reality and therefore
and true for all human beings and which
further discoveries as I continuc to scek.

Later on we read that "the tradition is not ultimate; it is subject to the test
DISMISSAL OF TRUTH AS CORRESPONDENCE
In order for Newbigin to make his point, he has to find a different
understanding of truth than the correspondence theory. According to this
traditional interpretation, a sentence which expresses a belief is true if
what it expresses corresponds to reality. Thus the statements that the earth
orbits the sun, that a triangle's angles add up to 180 degrees, and that
Christ is God, are true if in reality the sun orbits the earth, if a triangle's
angles add up to 180 degrees in reality, and if Christ is in reality God.
This conception is a metaphysical theory about truth; it makes no prior
claims as to the nature of reality, and it is not an epistemology, viz it
leaves the matter open as to how we can test for any specific belief
whether it corresponds to reality or not.
Newbigin apparently does not understand the correspondence theory, and
he dismisses it out of hand. For example, this point comes up when he
objects to the word, "subjective," as applied to belief systems.
It presupposes the possibility of an "objective" knowledge which is not
knowledge as believed to be true by someone. This bogus objectivity
is expressed in Bertrand Russell's definition of truth as the correspondence between a person's beliefs and the actual facts. This definition

of adequacy to the realities which it seeks to grasp." (55) And, again,
Newbigin tells us that we need to evaluate world views by asking, "Which
is more adequate for grasping and coping with reality with which all
human beings are faced?" He adds, "This is a dialogue about truth." (56)
Crucially, Newbigin even allows himself to slip into historical realism
concerning the person of Jesus. (191)
But do not let these lapses into a correspondence theory mislead you.
Newbigin's true agenda, as he continually states it, leads into the opposite
direction.
CONVENTIONALISM
Whether Newbigin inconsistently uses the correspondence theory from
time to time or not, he certainly does not mean to. His whole aim is to
show that truth is not established by correspondence to reality, but by
coherence within a world view. Such a world view is a "plausibility
structure" which alone lets us discover truth internally to the system. (8)
We already mentioned that Newbigin does not allow us to stipulate an
independent set of facts which constitute a basis for truth. He also
prohibits us from using reason as an independent avenue to truth. Just as
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the absorption of Jesus into Hinduism would be a case of illegitimate cooption into an alien framework, so the attempt to defend Christianity on
the basis of reason is also a contamination of truth. Newbigin avers,
"There is no disembodied 'reason' which can act as impartial umpire
between the rival claims." (57) With reference to affirming the story of
Christianity, he says, "Clearly we cannot justify this move by appealing
to some tradition of rationality drawn from elsewhere." (74) Then how
can we have confidence in the truth of Christianity? Only from within the
circle of Christianity itself.
Those who ... have been entrusted with this message can in no way
demonstrate its truth on the basis of some other alleged certainties:
they can only live by it and announce it." (6)
Following a current intellectual trend, Newbigin uses the conclusions of
Michael Polanyi to justify his case. In his work on the philosophy of
science, Polanyi has defended the point of view that knowledge, rather
than being of one singular type--usually pictured as a kind of mental
speech--occurs along a spectrum of awareness.
Some knowledge is
considered focal, e.g., knowing that I see the Taj Maha!. But much
knowledge is tacit, such as the mental categories I would use to identify
the building in front of me as the Taj Maha!. These categories are an
essential component of knowledge, though I may be consciously unaware
of using them. Furthermore the focal knowledge of recognizing the Taj
Mahal is supported and composed of many layers of sensory awareness
which never enter my conscious mind, but without which the focal
knowledge would not be possible. E.g., I
the awareness of something white and
awareness of whiteness and of straight
conscious perception of the Taj Maha!.
constituents of focal knowledge to be tacit

do not think, "I'm undergoing
something straight," but the
lines is indispensable for a
Polanyi considers all of these
knowledge.

Newbigin appropriates Polanyi's image of a probe used by a surgeon in
an operation. The surgeon uses the probe as an essential tool in exploring
an organ. At the same time he is not focally aware of the probe, only of
the object of exploration. Newbigin describes the phenomenon this way,
He indwells the probe; it is an extension of his hand, but he is focally
aware of what the probe is fmding out about the patient's body." (33)
The point of this image for Newbigin is that world views function in
precisely this way. Rather than being propositions about the nature of
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objects, they are the means by which we perceive the world and make
sense of it. Specifically, the Christian world view is a set of lenses
through which we see the world. "The lenses themselves are not seen.
We do not look at them but see through them." (38)
Thus we see why the Christian world view is not subject to any external
criteria of truth. Truth judgments can only be made from within the
system in which they are housed. Newbigin declares, "There is no form
of rationality which is independent of all socially embodied traditions of
rationality and which therefore judges them all." (64) This systemdependence includes the very historical events which are constitutive of
Christianity (cross, resurrection, etc.)
"The question, 'What really
happened?' can only be answered within a tradition of rational discussion
about what is rea!." (76, emphasis mine) In other words, for the
Christian, the question can then only be answered on the basis of the
Christian tradition of reality, and thus only from within the circle of
already being committed to the reality of the events in question.
This approach to knowledge, according to which people operate within
completely closed systems, is called "conventionalism."
When it is
appropriated for a religious system, it is often labeled "fideism." Versions
of conventionalism have abounded in the twentieth century, notable among
them the philosophies of W. V. O. Quine and Ludwig Wittgenstein and the
theology of Karl Barth. But note that the approach which Newbigin
advocates is even more radical than the thoughts of the above representatives. Because of his resort to Polanyi, Newbigin has sublimated the
location of our world views from focally aware knowledge to the tacit,
mostly unconscious, usually non-verbal, realm. Consequently the world
view itself cannot even be subject to explicit propositional analysis, except
by the advocate of this position (e.g., Newbigin) who somehow occupies
a privileged position. Thus this form of conventionalism also needs to be
distinguished from the positions of evangelical presuppositional apologists
(e.g. Gordon Clark and Cornelius Van Til) for whom the Christian world
view is an explicit system which must be disclosed in propositions.
It is not that Newbigin denies that there is a Christian "story"; of course
there is. The Bible records the events of Israel and Christ, and--once we
are within the Christian community--we can link our own personal story
to this story. First, however, lneed to decide to adopt the Christian world
view. Even though this appro:lch look~ ~lIbjective (or Wor~I.:,maybe even
arbitrary), Newbigin attempts to re:l~SlIrc liS Ihnt II is not. "13111 Ihis
decision and commitment is delivered fmlll met'll slIhJl'l:llvily hy heing
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made--as Polanyi would say--with universal intent." (77) Linking this
story with a public invitation keeps it from being a private choice.

through our individual concepts and experiences; consequently we should
not be able to communicate with each other.

CRITIQUE OF CONVENTIONALISM
In many ways, Newbigin's description is a case study in the problems
besetting conventionalism.
Let us look at three of them.

Of course, this suggestion is clearly absurd. We do communicate;
therefore, there must be some overlap between our systems of thought.
The same thing applies to communication across major world views. We
do persuade, argue, compare, discourse rationally, etc. from world view
to world view. Thus we need to begin with the fact of communication,
and describe how such a thing is possible, not arbitrarily decree that such
communication is impossible on a priori grounds and then explain it away
wherever it occurs.

First, conventionalism as a description of knowledge is self-referentially
absurd. When Newbigin tells us that all knowledge occurs within closed
systems and that there is no objective standpoint outside of the systems, he
is in fact assuming a standpoint outside of all systems. How else could he
tell us what is possible or impossible for all systems? I must report here
that in a question-and-answer period with Bishop Newbigin I had the
opportunity to ask him whether the statement, "all beliefs are culturebound," was culture-bound. He replied, "yes." Of course, there really
is no acceptable answer to that question because the very belief cannot
refer to itself without contradiction. If it is culture-bound (in the sense of
being restricted entirely to one culture, which is the only thing a
conventionalist can mean here), then it is false because it refers to beliefs
outside of its culture. If it is not culture-bound, it is false because it
contradicts itself. The only escape would be to say that it is illegitimate
even to ask the question of whether the belief is itself culture-bound. But
then it is an empty dogma which really does not express anything. Either
that, or one can abandon conventionalism.
Second, Newbigin's conventionalistic description of knowledge is
arbitrary.
What constitutes a world view? Newbigin refers to the
Christian world view; of course, he is not ignorant of the many differences
within Christendom and refers to that fact from time to time. But he does
not take enough cognizance of the plurality of Christian systems. Do
Dutch Calvinists, Pennsylvania Amish, and African Independents really
share the same world view? One would seriously have to question such
a suggestion.
This objection is not just a cute argument concerning definitions. The
problem is that, if we are dealing with different world views, then the
same barriers concerning cross-world view communication
which
Newbigin has erected apply here as well. Then again, why stop here? To
follow the conventionalist's logic, it is not only possible, it should be
necessary to break the larger world views down into smaller and smaller
fragments until we finally reach the level where each individual owns a
private world view isolated from all others. All of us interpret the world

Third, Newbigin's conventionalism takes the bite out of Christian truth
claims. It is difficult to comprehend how insulating Christian truth in a
cocoon of conventionalism helps us confront the relativism of our
pluralistic culture. Newbigin's protestations notwithstanding, in the finnl
analysis he is nailing one more nail into the coffm of making a case for the
truth of Christianity. If there is no point of contact between Christian and
non-Christian world views, then to claim the truth of the Christian world
view may be emotionally reassuring for the Christian, but for purposes of
any communication it is utterly meaningless. I am saying, "utterly," not
as an intensifier, but to call attention to the complete emptiness that truthclaims must have under such circumstances. If it is impossible to assess
truth, then it is not just difficult, it is, indeed, impossible. But in that
case, truth claims cannot be anything but vacuouS.
PRACTICE AS PROCLAMATION
Then again, Newbigin avoids some of the sting of the above critique by
not even attempting to set out an intellectual defense of Christianity.
When he is talking about defending the truth claims of Christianity, he is
not referring to philosophical arguments. The way to back up the truth of
Christianity is primarily through practice. All other routes (persuasion,
evangelism, etc) are secondary at best. Newbigin claims that
I am bound to publish it, to commend it to others, and to seek to show
in the practice of life today that it is the rational tradition which is
capable of giving greater coherence and intelligibility to all experience
than any other tradition. (77)
The crucial aspect is thM it is in the p/'t/CI;ce where I am aClunl1ymakinr,
the case for the gospel. And, lest the prioritv still is not cIeriI', il Is nOI
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that my practice underscores my verbal proclamation, but that my verbal
proclamation assists the more basic proclamation through my practice.
Newbigin states that it is ultimately the Christian congregation which
carries out that task.
How is it that the gospel should be credible, that people should come
to believe that the power which has the last word in human affairs is
represented by a man hanging on a cross? I am suggesting that the
only answer, the only hermeneutic of the gospel, is a congregation of
men and women who believe it and live by it. (227, emphasis mine)
I think all Christians would agree that a proclamation of the gospel
which is contradicted by the lives of the proclaimers is worthless.
Further, there is room here for analysis concerning the important role that
Christian practice plays within broader missions and evangelism strategy.
But to isolate congregational practice as the "only" answer seems
incredible.
This problem is exacerbated when we remind ourselves of the context
of the discussion--confronting a pluralistic society in which all world views
are supposedly equally true on a relativistic basis. In that context to appeal
to nothing more than pragmatic grounds is to concede the case. The very
root of the pluralistic society is the belief that different world views
function satisfactorily for different people. Given that state of affairs,
when the question of truth comes up, we need to be able to say more than
how well it works, or we might as well not say anything at all. We need
to specify the content of our proclamation, and we need to be able to say
why it is true, and why other world views are not.
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Newbigin's doctrine of election comes out as follows:

To be chosen, to be elect, therefore does not mean that the elect are
the saved and the rest are the lost. To be elect in Christ Jesus, and
there is no other election, means to be incorporated into his mission
to the world, to be the bearer of God's saving purpose for his whole
world, to be the sign and the agent and the first fruit of his blessed
kingdom which is for all. ... It is the calling of the Church to bear
through history to its end the secret of the lordship of the crucified.
(86-87)
Saved/unsaved is out. Something else is in, though what that is needs
further clarification. In the meantime, we ought not to believe that "God's
saving mercy is limited to Christians and that the rest of the world is lost."
( 170)
The frustrating element in all this is that Newbigill also
salvation language:

IISC!'l

cxcluslv"

It is not true that all roads lead to the top of the same mountain.
There are roads which lead over the precipice. In Christ we have
been shown the real. We cannot treat that knowledge as a private
matter for ourselves. (183)
Is saved/unsaved in again? Newbigin summarizes his stance in this way:
The position which I have outlined is exclusivist in the sense that it
affirms the unique truth of the revelation in Jesus Christ, but it is not
exclusivist in the sense of denying the possibility of the salvation of the
non-Christian. (182)

CHRISTIANITY
But finally, Newbigin leaves open the content and urgency of the
Christian message. It appears that, in the final analysis, the gospel he
proclaims is not about personal salvation.
From this point on, this
discussion needs to accommodate some haziness because Newbigin refuses
to make clear, unequivocal commitments.
It is not that he denies the
salvific intent of the gospel for the individual, but he consistently directs
us away from this concern. In fact, Newbigin would like us to abstain
from statements according to which those who believe in Christ are saved
while others are lost. He states, "There is no place for an exclusive claim
on his grace, a claim by which others are excluded." (85-86)

It seems that he means to have it both ways, and many readings of the
entire discussion do not help to clarify the ambivalence.
What is left is not a gospel of personal salvation, Newbigin relies on the
writings of Hendrikus Berkhof and Walter Wink in putting together the
picture of Christ as challenging the powers of this world which are
expressed in deviant social and political institutions.
CONCLUSION
Newbigin's The Gospel in a Pluralist Society is in some ways a tragic
paradox. One has to look hard to [md a book which makes a stronger case
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against compromising Christianity in the process of defending its truth.
And yet Newbigin has done both.
He has bought in the currently
fashionable model of conventionalism, thereby leaving truth without its
ability to challenge. And he has allowed himself to rob the Christian
message of its personal urgency, and thereby also of its ability to supply
personal hope.
A negative critical discussion such as this paper does not seem to
provide much satisfaction, even if it is necessary and true. It is a little like
diagnosing a serious disease; it may be a good and necessary thing to have
done, but it is not a triumph to be celebrated. However, sometimes it is
the necessary first step toward something better.
Our culture with its dogma of pluralism desperately needs to be
challenged by the truth of the gospel. To reduce this truth to a tacit
conventionalism which can only be defended on pragmatic or affective
grounds is not only not enough, it is to accept defeat. Let us stand up for
truth as what is objectively real. Let us defend the gospel as the objective
remedy for the human dilemma that it is.

